
THE CRITICAL EDITION OF “ATHANASIUS’ WERKE” CONTINUED

The critical edition of Athanasius’ Epistula ad episcopos Aegypti et Libyae
(EpEpisc) was published in 19961. The EpEpisc is a circular letter of the Alexan-
drian bishop to his suffragans. He warns them that “Arians” have produced a
statement of faith which they will try to persuade them to sign. Athanasius
exhorts his bishops to resist the pressure and not to sign the heretical teachings
contained in the statement. As a proof of their heresy he points to the Arians’
alliance with the treacherous Melitians, the shameful death of Arius in a latrine,
and the content of the Thalia. The EpEpisc is not only an important document for
the Egyptian Church in the 350's, the time of its composition, but as a source for
the text of Arius’ Thalia it also highlights the very first stage of the so-called
Arian Controversy2. For this important work scholars still had to rely on the edi-
tion in the Patrologia Graeca3, which is basically that of de Montfaucon (1698).
So, it is obvious how welcome this new edition of the EpEpisc is. Yet, there are
also other reasons which single out the edition: (1) It is a highly promising result
of a project which at times, at least for an outsider, seemed lost forever. (2) The
edition is the first major result of a much larger research project that has already
led to many other publications of a more preparatory nature. (3) A critical assess-
ment of the present edition reveals that in many ways it marks a clear step for-
ward in comparison to the one in the Patrologia Graeca.

1. A Project That Seemed Lost Forever

The enterprise of editing the complete corpus Athanasianum (including the
Pseudo-Athanasiana) began long ago under the auspices of the Church Fathers
Commission of the Prussian Academy of Sciences. The corpus was divided into
“Dogmatische Schriften”, which included the EpEpisc, and “Apologien”. The
responsibility for the latter writings was inherited from H. Lietzmann by H.G.
Opitz who wrote the first thorough study on the textual transmission of Athana-
sius’ writings4. Opitz published the lion’s share of the historical-polemical writ-
ings in seven fascicles5. He also did the largest part of the editing work for the

1. K. METZLER – D.U. HANSEN – K. SAVVIDIS (eds.), Epistula ad episcopos Aegypti et
Libyae (Athanasius’ Werke, I/1. Die Dogmatischen Schriften, fasc. 1), Berlin-New York, 1996.
Karin Metzler prepared the first draft of the Greek text for the edition; Dirk Uwe Hansen and
Kyriakos Savvidis revised it, did the last corrections and made the manuscript camera-ready.
The entire process, from start to finish, stood under the supervision of Martin Tetz.

2. Some of the fragments must probably be assigned to Asterius’ Syntagmation: see
M. VINZENT, Asterius von Kappadokien, die theologische Fragmente. Einleitung, kritischer
Text, Übersetzung und Kommentar (Supplements to Vigiliae Christianae, 20), Leiden,
1993.

3. PG 25, col. 537-594.
4. H.G. OPITZ, Untersuchungen zur Überlieferung der Schriften des Athanasius

(Arbeiten zur Kirchengeschichte, 23), Berlin-Leipzig, 1935.
5. De Decretis Nicaenae Synodi; De Sententia Dionysii; Apologia de Fuga; Apologia

Secunda contra Arianos; Epistula Encyclica; De Morte Arii; Epistula ad Monachos; His-
toria Arianorum ad Monachos; De Synodis and Apologia ad Constantium, 1-3.4. 



remaining fascicles6, but his untimely death in 1941 prevented him from seeing
his work through the final stages. After a long delay the materials were passed on
to W. Schneemelcher7. So far the remaining texts of the volume of the “Apolo-
gien” have not yet been published or made public in any way, though they seem
not entirely inaccessible to the enterprising scholar8. 

For a long time, the situation with regard to the dogmatic writings was much
less favourable. At first the “Dogmatische Schriften” were assigned to R.P.
Casey9. Primarily as a consequence of the numerous problems posed by the intri-
cate textual tradition of especially Contra Gentes and De Incarnatione which he
could not overcome, Casey did not succeed in presenting a finished product.
Then the project was abandoned for some decades and editions of both these
works appeared thanks to the efforts of individual scholars10. These editions were
badly needed; they have provided excellent services and will continue to do so.
They have, however, the disadvantage that the editors’ scope is limited to just the
one work he is editing; the fact that he does not have in view the entire manu-
script tradition of at least a coherent group of writings might lead to wrong con-
clusions11. The ideal way of working, of course, is to proceed to the collation of
the entire manuscript evidence resulting in a thorough study of the textual trans-
mission. Only then, as a final step, the editorial work can begin on a coherent
group of writings. With the help of the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft and
other institutions, Martin Tetz (Patristische Arbeitsstelle Bochum) was able in
1973 to launch such an ambitious project for the edition of the dogmatic writings.
Very much according to the initial plan, they will be divided into two volumes:
Athanasius Werke I/1 will comprise the authentic dogmatic writings and I/2 the
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6. Apologia ad Constantium from 3.4 onwards; Epistula ad Johannem et Antiochum;
Epistula ad Palladium; Epistula ad Dracontium; Epistula ad Afros; Tomus ad Antio-
chenos; Epistula Joviani ad Athanasium; Petitiones Arianorum. For the first of these writ-
ings, one can use Szymusiak’s edition published in Sources chrétiennes no. 56, Paris, 1958
(reprinted as 56bis, Paris, 1987). In this edition the Greek text has been changed in a few
instances).

7. For the history and the difficulties with regard to the completion of the edition, see
W. SCHNEEMELCHER, Apologies, lettres, écrits ascétiques. Rapport sur l’édition des œuvres
d’Athanase d’Alexandrie, in C. KANNENGIESSER (ed.), Politique et théologie chez Athanase
d’Alexandrie. Actes du Colloque de Chantilly 23-25 septembre 1973 (Théologie historique,
27), Paris, 1973, pp. 189-191.

8. See T.D. BARNES, Athanasius and Constantius. Theology and Politics in the
Constantinian Empire, Cambridge, Mass. - London, 1993, p. 238, n. 32.

9. See M. TETZ, Les écrits “dogmatiques” d’Athanase, in C. KANNENGIESSER (ed.),
Politique et théologie (n. 7), pp. 181-188.

10. L. LEONE (ed.), Sancti Athanasii archiepiscopi Alexandriae Contra Gentes. Intro-
duzione - testo critico - traduzione (Collana di studi greci, 43), Napoli, 1965; R. W. THOM-
SON (ed.),  Athanasius. Contra Gentes and De Incarnatione (Oxford Early Christian Stud-
ies), Oxford, 1971; C. KANNENGIESSER (ed.), Athanase. Sur l’Incarnation du Verbe
(Sources chrétiennes, 199), Paris, 1973. 

11. “La complexité des traditions au sein des collections manuscrites d’écrits
athanasiens, des collections mixtes, des florilèges etc…., pose à l’éditeur des problèmes
tels, qu’il doit exclure, en prévision d’une édition complète, l’édition successive d’écrits
isolés” (TETZ, Écrits “dogmatiques”, p. 182). For an example of how editing on the basis
of the tradition of just one work can lead to wrong conclusions, see M. TETZ, Zur Edition
der dogmatischen Schriften des Athanasius von Alexandrien. Ein kritischer Beitrag, in
ZKG 67 (1955-56) 1-28 (with regard to Casey).



Pseudo-Athanasiana. Between 1973 and 1982 were collated all the accessible
manuscripts (192 in total) of both the Athanasiana and the inauthentic writings.
Then the text-critical work began and today a first draft of most of the writings is
ready. Recently it has been decided for practical reasons to abandon the plan of
publishing the two volumes together. Instead the efforts were concentrated on the
EpEpisc resulting in the edition under review. The editors can be congratulated
on their work. It nurtures the hope that in a not too distant future the other authen-
tic dogmatic writings, among which are the Orationes contra Arianos (OrArian)
and the Epistulae ad Serapionem (EpSer)12, will also be available in an edition
that answers the needs and expectations of today’s scholarship.

2. Preparatory Studies for the Edition

The Athanasius project conducted by the Bochumer research center generated,
as a by-product of the edition on the dogmatic writings, several important publi-
cations. Besides the Bibliography compiled by C. Butterweck13, these studies are
of a rather technical nature. K. Metzler studied contaminations in three manu-
scripts from the eleventh century: the Codex T (Patmiacus A 4) and its two
descendents U (Patmiacus A 3) and N (Marcianus gr. 50), of which the latter
depends upon the former14. Metzler also published a reconstruction of Arius’
Thalia. During the preparation of the edition of the OrArian and the EpSer, K.
Metzler and F. Simon collected a number of grammatical and stylistic observa-
tions. These were published under the title “Quaestiones grammaticae”. Simon
studied the textual transmission of the Latin version of Athanasius’ writings in a
collection of writings, both Athanasiana and Pseudo-Athanasiana, that have been
preserved in several manuscripts, among them the important Codex Laurentianus
San Marco 584 (L) of the 9-10th century15. Simon established that all six other
manuscripts containing the set of translations directly or indirectly depend upon
L. This is the first step to an “Athanasius latinus”16.
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12. Orationes contra Arianos I-II and III; Epistulae ad Serapionem I, II/III; IV, 1-7 and 8-
23; Epistula Catholica; Epistula ad Epictetum; Epistula ad Maximum; Epistula ad Adel-
phium; In illud: Omnia mihi tradita sunt. In fact, in the final days of 1998, after this article
was submitted for publication, the next fascicle with the edition of OrArian I-II was published.

13. C. BUTTERWECK, Athanasius von Alexandrien. Bibliographie (Abhandlungen der
NRW-Akademie der Wissenschaften, 90), Opladen, 1995. For the literature up to 1997, see
J. LEEMANS, Athanasius Research 1985-1997: A Survey and a Bibliography, in Sacris
Erudiri 1998 (forthcoming).

14. K. METZLER, Kontamination in der Athanasius-Überlieferung, in Revue des Études
Byzantines 48 (1990) 213-232. 

15. On the manuscript, see B. GAIN, L'édition mauriste d'Athanase (1698): le dossier
de quelques pièces latines, in E. BURY - B. MEUNIER (eds.), Les Pères de l'Eglise au XVIIe
siècle. Actes du Colloque de Lyon, 2-5 octobre 1991, Paris, 1993, pp. 193-207 and ID., Tra-
ductions latines de Pères grecs: la collection du manuscrit Laurentianus San Marco 584.
Édition des lettres de Basile de Césarée (Publications Universitaires Européennes, XV/64),
Frankfurt, 1994, esp. pp. 38-73. I. Costa edits and studies the Latin translation of the Con-
tra Apollinarium: see I. COSTA, Opere di Atanasio in una traduzione inedita, in Atti del-
l'Accademia Pontaniana, 1990, pp. 459-506.

16. The contributions of Metzler on the Thalia, of Simon on the “Athanasius latinus”
and their joint article on “Quaestiones grammaticae” were published together in K. METZ-
LER – F. SIMON, Ariana et Athanasiana. Studien zur Überlieferung und zu philologischen
Problemen der Werke des Athanasius von Alexandrien (Abhandlungen der Rheinisch-
Westphälischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 83), Opladen, 1991.



Perhaps the most interesting contribution is Metzler’s Welchen Bibeltext
benutzte Athanasius im Exil?17, in which she examines whether the Scriptural
text Athanasius used while he wrote his major treatises during his periods of exile
is the same as the one he used in Alexandria. H.  Nordberg argued that there was
a difference and distinguished moreover two “exile texts”18. On the basis of a
meticulous study of the Scriptural quotations in the OrArian and the EpEpisc,
Metzler defends the opposite position. She studies Athanasius’ quotations from
Scripture in relation to their possible links with the Biblical manuscript tradition
in order to determine whether the text reflects an Alexandrian origin. The text of
each quotation is compared not only to many different Bible manuscripts but also
to quotations by other patristic authors. The evidence is presented in an accessi-
ble manner. The result of her research can be summarized in three points: (1)
Metzler proved the existence of a so-called “Väterstrang”, to which many of the
quotations belong. These are verses of which the wording in Athanasius agrees
with that of many other Church Fathers but diverges from the common Biblical
textual tradition. It concerns quotations which were used and misquoted so often
that they nestled in the collective memory in this divergent form. (2) Though
there are differences in this regard between the different parts of the NT and the
OT, the quotations have too much in common with the text one can reasonably
expect to have circulated in Alexandria at the time of Athanasius to conclude for
a different “Exil-text”. (3) Within this context, the analysis of the quotations in
OrArian I-II on the one hand and in OrArian III on the other, clearly shows the
“Sonderstellung” of the latter. At the same time, however, the difference is not
that large and Metzler’s analysis provides an argument for the Athanasian author-
ship of OrArian III.

3. The Edition

In the Praefatio – in itself a novelty in comparison to Opitz’ edition of the
“Apologien” – the editors give a detailed assessment of the manuscript tradition.
In total, the editorial team collated 192 manuscripts of the EpEpisc, constituting
a much larger basis to work from than the 12 manuscripts de Montfaucon had at
his disposal19. But it is not just a question of quantity: thanks to this mass of
material the editors also gained a detailed insight into the manuscript tradition of
the work. They discovered that besides the manuscript groups (or traditions) RS
and x already distinguished by Opitz, the existence of a third branch, labelled w,
must be accepted for the EpEpisc. This is particularly important because the read-
ings in these manuscripts are in general more reliable than those of the two other
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17. K. METZLER, Welchen Bibeltext benutzte Athanasius im Exil? Zur Herkunft der
Bibelzitate in der Arianerreden im Vergleich zur ep. ad epp. Aeg. (Abhandlungen der
Nordrhein-Westfälischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 96), Opladen, 1997. Cf. the
observations by L. ABRAMOWSKI, Biblische Lesarten und athanasianische Chronologie, in
ZKG 109 (1998) 237-241.

18. H. NORDBERG, On the Bible Text of St. Athanasius, in Arctos 3 (1962) 119-141. His
dating of some of Athanasius’ works is no longer acceptable. His date 362/3 for the double
work Contra Gentes – De Incarnatione is the strongest example, but almost  the same judg-
ment can be made regarding his dating of the three Orationes contra Arianos in the period
356-362. For a status quaestionis see J. LEEMANS, Athanasius Research (n. 14), sub § 2A2b.

19. For his edition of the “Apologien” Opitz used 80 manuscripts (listed in Unter-
suchungen [n. 4], pp. ix-x).



branches. Of these two, especially the x-branch contains many wrong readings20.
Moreover, both traditions have influenced each other: the ms O (RS-tradition)
contains readings from the x-tradition, whereas the latter in its turn (with excep-
tion of the ms L) is contaminated by RS-readings. The w-tradition seems, there-
fore, to represent a more “independent” text. This also helps to account for many
of the differences between the text in the edition of the Patrologia Graeca and
that in the new edition. Of the 12 manuscripts used by de Montfaucon, 8 belong
to the RS- and x-tradition, while the 3 belonging to the newly discovered w-tra-
dition are all part of the same subgroup of manuscripts21. It follows that the new
edition differs from PG in many of the instances where it follows an w-reading. I
will come back on the differences between the two editions.

The detailed discussion of the manuscript tradition of the EpEpisc is rounded
off by three separate stemmata of the three traditions (pp. 8; 17; 28) and by a
general stemma of the entire tradition (p. 29). Apart from manuscripts, extracts
from the EpEpisc also came down to us as quotations in the works of other
authors. For the reconstruction of the text the following three were taken into
consideration: Sozomenus’ Historia Ecclesiastica; Severus of Antiochia’s Liber
III contra impium Grammaticum and Euthymius Zigabenus’ Panoplia dogmatica
(pp. 31-32). Finally there is a brief introduction on Scriptural quotations and on
the tradition of the fragments of Arian writings (pp. 33-35).

This quick survey of the textual transmission of the EpEpisc bears testimony to
the “Gründlichkeit” with which the research was conducted. Many new things
came to light, e.g. concerning the internal dependence of manuscripts. What I
miss, however, despite the thorough presentation, is a kind of “bridge” between
the Praefatio and the Greek text as it is presented from p. 39 onwards. It might
have been better if the criteria by which this “definite” text is reconstructed had
been formulated more clearly. Surely, the critical apparatus reveals something of
the decisions that were taken. The editors tried to reconstruct the text as Athana-
sius once wrote it. This leads to an eclectic text edition in which, in accordance
with the evaluation of the three text traditions, a preference for w-readings is vis-
ible. 

The present edition (AW) does not give a list of the changes from the PG. I
counted 125 instances in which the editions differ22. Most of these do change the
meaning of the text only to a small degree: the insertion c.q. omission of arti-
cles23 or particles24, orthography25, use of synonyms26, different modus of the
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20. “Gegenüber den anderen Haupttraditionen, der RS und der w-Tradition, ist der x-
Tradition mit mehr Fehlern behaftet; nur für die Bibelzitate zeigt sich x zuverlässiger als
die RS und die w-Tradition” (p. 9).

21. The twelfth manuscript is only a fragment and is not included in the stemma on p. 29.
22. Changes in punctuation are not included; differences in two or more consecutive

words are counted as one instance.
23. EpEpisc 3.1, l. 4 (ö; t¬n and toÕ); 4.1, l. 3 (toÕ); 7.2, l. 3 (tà); 8.2, l. 10 (toÕ);

9.2, l. 8 (táv); 12.7, l. 26 (tá); 12.9, l. 30-31 (™ ); 19.4, l. 14 (t¬n); 23.3, l. 16 (toÕ).
24. Some examples: EpEpisc 1.3, l. 18 (ou); 3.1, l. 4 (oûdé); 4.11, l. 44 (toínun vs.

nÕn); 5.2, l. 5 (mén); 7.5, l. 20 (kaí); 12.11, l. 38 (gár); 13.2, l. 10 (mjdé); 15.5, l. 19
(kaí); 16.9, l. 34 (gé); 17.2, l. 9 (kaí); 21.4, l. 17 (kaí).

25. Some examples: EpEpisc 5.2, l. 6 (oÀtwv); 12.6, l. 20 (oÀtwv); 12.7, l. 23 (fjsí);
12.9, l. 32 (oÀtwv); 13.2, l. 4 (pamcjfí); 13.7, l. 30 (ken¬n); 20.1, l. 2 (Qalían). 

26. See e.g. EpEpisc 11.1, l. 2 (âpoprospoioÕntai); 12.6, l. 21 (ktist¬n); 16.2, l. 10
(nooÕntev); 17.5, l. 24 (trúga); 19.1, l. 4 (dijgßsewv). 



verb27, different word order28, etc… These are relevant for scholars interested in
style and grammar and, therefore, certainly not without significance. Yet most
users of the new edition will probably be rather interested in the more thorough
changes in the text. Here follows a list and discussion of some of these instances.

1.1, l. 1-2: AW Pánta … eîv t®n ™metéran f‡ánei swtjrían (“All things…
lead to our salvation”); PG Pánta … eîv t®n ™metéran faneìv swtjrían
dieprázato (“All things… He effected after having appeared for our salva-
tion”).
4.4, l. 15: AW t±v te palai¢v kaì kain±v ‡eíav graf±v, obviously the better
reading since that of the PG t±v te Palai¢v kaì Kain±v Dia‡ßkjv is sup-
ported by only two manuscripts (cf. PG 25, col. 545, note 34).
4.7, l. 25-27: PG ˆAmélei ên ëkástjÇ t¬n aïrésewn oÀtw sxjmatisámenov ö
diábolov, lézeiv üpébale mestàv doliótjtov. perì gàr toútwn ö Kúriov
e÷rjken, ºti ˆEger‡ßsontai ceudóxristoi kaì ceudoprof±tai, ¿ste
plan±sai polloùv (Mt 24,24). toigaroÕn ö diábolov ¥l‡e, légwn diˆ
ëkástjv. ˆEgÉ eîmi ö Xristóv, ktl. (“Certainly, in each of these heresies the
Devil has disguised himself and suggested words full of deceit. It is about these
that the Lord has said ‘Pseudochrists and pseudoprophets will arise to the effect
that they deceive many'. And indeed, the Devil has come and said to each: ‘I am
the Christ…'”). AW puts perì gàr toútwn ö kúriov e÷rjken between paren-
theses and omits the quotation of Mt 24,24 as well as the toigaroÕn ö diábolov.
In this reading, that follows the w-tradition and the largest part of the RS-tradi-
tion, the text receives another meaning due to a difference in punctuation: “Cer-
tainly, in each of these heresies the Devil has disguised himself and suggested
words full of deceit (about these the Lord has spoken). He came and said to each:
‘I am the Christ…’”.
4.9, l. 35: Given the parallellism with the first half of the sentence, where
âsfal¬v is already used a first time (l. 33), this reading should indeed be pre-
ferred to the reading îsxur¬v that is retained in PG and that is supported by the
sole ms S and its dependents.
5.1, l. 4: AW Æ üpográcjte Æ ö ântilégwn üperóriov génjtai (“that you
either subscribe or that he who refuses will be banished”). After üpográcjte,
PG inserts katà tò dokoÕn aûto⁄v, m¢llon dè ka‡ò ênépneusen aûto⁄v ö
diábolov (“subscribe to what pleases them or rather, to what the Devil has
inspired them with”). This insertion is found in O and in the x-tradition. Though
in disagreement with the w-tradition and the largest part of the RS-tradition, the
idea of the Devil being the inspirator of the Arian heresy seems very Athanasian
to me29 and for that reason I would not discard it too readily.
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27. Some examples: EpEpisc 1.4, l. 23 (ärpásjç and katapíjÇ); 2.4, l. 13 (bállwn);
15.3, l. 11 (gegónasin); 16.2, l. 7 (ânapláttontev); 18.5, l. 15 (poioÕsin); 22.1, l. 9
(üpokrínontai and suntréxousin). 

28. Some examples from a much longer list: EpEpisc 4.5, l. 19; 5.1, l. 1; 5.6, l. 28; 7.6,
l. 27; 8.4, l. 28; 12.10, l. 35; 16.8, l. 29; 19.2, l. 7; 20.7, l. 25. 

29. The same wording does not occur elsewhere but similar ideas are very much pre-
sent: see Lexicon Athanasianum, col. 313-314, spec. sub 2e. Some examples out of many
instances: the Devil as the Father of the Arian heresy (ApFug 10.2; De decr 27.4; 29.1; De
sent 3.3; OrArian I,1; II, 74; III, 17; 59; EpAdelph 2; 8); the Arian heresy as a child of
the Devil (De decr 4.3); Arianism as a new heresy that has entirely put on (êndusámenj)



7.2, l. 8-9: AW êpixeiroÕsi kaì aûtoì kaì bían poioÕsi lían pisteúes‡ai
‡élontev (“they also try themselves and they use violence because they want to
be believed at all costs”) versus PG êpixeiroÕsi kaì aûtoí. kaì Qalían
poioÕsi pisteúes‡ai ‡élontev (“they also try themselves; they made a Thalia
as well because they want to be believed”).
7.6, l. 30: AW t±v ên Xrist¬ç pístewv; PG t±v eîv Xristòn pístewv.
8.4, l. 25: AW Loúpou kaì ˆAmfíwnov toÕ ömologjtoÕ kaì êpiskópwn t±v
Kilikíav versus PG Loúpou kaì ˆAmfíwnov t¬n âpò t±v Kilikíav.
9.4, l. 21: With an explicit allusion to 1 Cor 3,20 it is said about the Lord
ginÉskwn toùv dialogismoùv t¬n sof¬n. PG has ân‡rÉpwn instead of so-
f¬n.
12.2, l. 4-6: In a passage that is a quotation or a close paraphrase of the Thalia,
the reading of AW is: pántwn oûk ∫ntwn próteron, âllˆ êpigenoménwn kaì
aûtòv ö toÕ QeoÕ lógov ¥n pote, ºte oûk ¥n, kaì oûk ¥n prìn genn±‡jnai,
âllˆ ârx®n ∂xei toÕ e¤nai (“Since all things once were not, but came into
being, there also was a time that the Word of God Himself was not; and He was
not before He was begotten, but he had a beginning of being”). PG leaves out kaì
oûk ¥n which results in a somewhat awkward sentence stating that “there was a
time that the Word was not before it was begotten”. The reading of AW certainly
runs more smoothly; this text is not found in the w-tradition but in the RS and x-
branches of the manuscript tradition.
12.3, l. 8: AW ∏wv boúletai vs. PG Üv boúletai.
13.2, l. 9: AW has the very Athanasian ö nÕn ˆIoudaflsmóv; PG omits ö nÕn.
15.3, l. 10-11: AW kån πn πrgon aûtoÕ deiknútwsan Æ toÕ patròv ∂rga, °
xwrìv toÕ lógou gegónasin, ÿna tinà dok¬si prófasin ∂xein (“that they
then show one work of His, or one work of the Father that happened without the
Word, so that they seem to have an excuse”). PG has a slightly different text but
with the same meaning: kån πn ∂rgon aûtoÕ deiknútwsan, Æ toÕ Patròv
∂rgon xwrìv toútou toÕ Lógou gegonóv, ÿna …
15.5, l. 16: AW aï grafaí; PG  aï ‡e⁄ai Grafaí.
17.1, l. 1: In AW the quotation of  Prov 8,22 reads kúriov ∂ktisé me ârx®n
öd¬n aûtoÕ. PG adds eîv ∂rga aûtoÕ. The editors of AW choose to follow the
x-reading, against the manuscripts of the RS- and w-tradition. Both readings of
Prov 8,22 occur in the other works of Athanasius.
17.3, l. 13-14: According to AW the Word ºmoiov gàr øn kaì katà t®n oûsían
toÕ patróv. In PG kaí is omitted. This certainly alters the meaning and therefore
it is quite strange that it is not mentioned in the critical apparatus. 
17.5, l. 28: According to AW the Arians, in an attack on the divinity itself, dared
to say mjdè tòn ‡eòn âeì patéra e¤nai. PG reads mjdè tòn Patéra âeì
Patéra e¤nai.
19.5, l. 19: AW ö ‡eóv; PG ö Qeòv ö †giov.
19.6, l. 22: AW tà t±v âlj‡eíav êkdikoÕntev dógmata; PG has ˆEkkljsíav
instead of âlj‡eíav.
23.5, l. 23: AW t¬ç Paul¬ç tjrj‡eísav (“preserved for Paul”); PG Åj‡eísav
(“announced to Paul”).

All in all I think the editors have provided a text that marks a clear progress to
that in PG. A comparison with Opitz’ edition of the “Apologien” reveals some
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the Devil (HistArian 66.); the Devil as inspiration or leader of the Arians (De decr 2.4;
EpEpisc 8.2).



more features of the AW-edition. The textual information in the critical apparatus
is much more extensive than in the edition of Opitz30. Note also the difference in
the numbering of the lines: in Opitz’ edition this starts at the top of every page,
whereas in AW it starts at the beginning of every chapter. Like Opitz, the editors
chose not to include a translation of the text.

The bibliography contains all of the relevant secondary literature. The editors
could use T.D. Barnes’ Athanasius and Constantius but were unable to take into
account A. Martin’s Athanase d’Alexandrie et l’Église d’Égypte au IVe siècle
(328-373) and the recent new edition of M. Richard’s Répertoire31. The notes are
a mixture of biblical references and historical data32.

The concise discussion of the date of the work (p. 39) surveys all the argu-
ments and its conclusion (composed in 356 and reworked in 361) is undoubtedly
correct. Such a composition in several stages is, as a matter of fact, no exception:
for other historical-polemical writings a gradual genesis has also been established
(e.g. Apologia ad Constantium, Apologia Secunda contra Arianos, De Synodis
Ariminii et Seleuciae)33. Much of the historical information in the notes concerns
the bishops that are mentioned in the EpEpisc. Here the edition refers to the Lex-
icon Athanasianum, Fedalto’s Hierarchia Ecclesiastica Orientalis and the Ency-
clopedia of the Early Church, but one would also have expected a reference to
the Dictionnaire d’histoire et de géographie ecclésiastiques. Though some
entries certainly are outdated, DHGE offers the considerable advantage of includ-
ing ample references to the sources: see, e.g., the articles on Georges of Laodicea
(EpEpisc 7.3), Germinius of Sirmium (7.4), Georges of Cappadocia (7.6). In
EpEpisc 23.3 (Peter of Alexandria) there is no reference to the standard work by
T. VIVIAN, St. Peter of Alexandria. Bishop and Martyr (Studies in Antiquity and
Christianity, 2), Philadelphia, 1988.

Several recent publications deal with Athanasius’ apologetical technique and
the various means he employs to present his case in the way that suited him best34.
Among these are the use of Scriptural quotations or allusions; the association to or
comparison with ignoble Biblical characters; the use of religious or profane
polemical terminology. Though the editors are certainly aware of this facet of the
EpEpisc, as is shown by their notes on the Melitians c.q. Constantius II as precur-
sors of the Antichrist35, they could have worked out this aspect more fully. I
understand that not everything can be said in an edition and that some themes
occur far too often in Athanasius’ works to be treated in the notes (e.g. the vocab-
ulary related to “the Jews”); yet it surely was possible to refer to parallel pas-
sages for the instances in which Athanasius compares his enemies to famous neg-
ative Biblical characters or even to animals36.
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30. Not included in the apparatus are: “Varianten die durch offensichtliche Schreib-
versehen, durch Itazismen oder durch n-Ephelkystikon bedingt sind; …Wortumstellungen
die nur durch einzelne Handschriften oder durch Binnen-Handschriftengruppen der …
x- und w-Tradition bezeugt werden…” (p. 3).

31. Répertoire des bibliothèques et des catalogues de manuscrits Grecs de Marcel
Richard, troisième édition entièrement refondue par J.-M. OLIVIER (Corpus Christiano-
rum), Turnhout, 1995.

32. It would have been useful to have a note on ôgdoßkonta mon¬n (7.5, l. 23).
33. For a more detailed discussion and literature, see my Athanasius Research (n. 13),

sub § 2Cb.
34. Ibid., sub § 2Ca.
35. EpEpisc 22.3 (Melitians) and 5.2 and 23.1 (Constantius).
36. Caiaphas (EpEpisc 7.2): OrArian I,2; 53; II,40; III,27; 28; 67; EpEnc 4.3; De



One of the many ungrateful duties of an editor is the identification of Scriptural
quotations and allusions. The editors of the EpEpisc fulfilled this task with dis-
tinction. They choose for the “maximalist” approach: to indicate every Scriptural
reference and not just the clear quotations. This is indeed the best choice: in this
way one avoids the difficult decisions about whether or not something was meant
by Athanasius to be an allusion or a quotation. One example: when Athanasius
argues that the Arians wrote statements of faith with the intention to free them-
selves from the charge of false doctrine, he compares them with Pilate: ÿnˆ, Üv ö
Pil¢tov “ênícato tàv xe⁄rav”, oÀtw kaì oœtoi (EpEpisc 6.2). Is ênícato
tàv xe⁄rav an allusion or a quotation of Mt 27,24? The editors detected more
than 150 quotations and allusions; the former are introduced by fßsi, gégrap-
tai, a form of légein, or a more precise indication. This part of the notes indi-
cates how much the language and thought of the Alexandrian bishop were
steeped in the Scriptures. Athanasius’ use of the Scriptures nowadays attracts
much scholarly attention but a systematic treatment is still lacking. Given the
importance of the subject and the large number of quotations in the EpEpisc, a
Scriptural index at the end of the fascicle would have been most useful.

Looking back on the edition as a whole, one can only be glad that the resump-
tion of the edition of Athanasius’ Werke happened in such an outstanding way.
The few critical remarks should not take away anything from the general impres-
sion that this is a very good edition. One can only look forward to the publication
of the next fascicles37.
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decr 2.1; 24.4; 27.4; De sent 3.2; HistArian 41.2; EpSer I,21; EpAdelph 6. – Pilat
(EpEpisc 6.2 and 22.1): EpEnc 4.3; ApConst 33; HistArian 41.2; 68.1 and 68.3. – Herod
(EpEpisc 22.1): OrArian III,28; HistArian 45.3 and 52.6. – Hymenaios and Alexandros
(EpEpisc 20.3): OrArian I,2; 54. – Judas (EpEpisc 23.2): OrArian I,2; III,28; HistArian
57.4 and 64.3; EpAdelph 6. – Jezebel (EpEpisc 23.3): ApFug 3.2; HistArian 45.3; 53.3. –
Drákwn (EpEpisc 1.4): HistArian 80.1; used for the Devil in VitAnt 6.1 and 24.4. – Léwn
(EpEpisc 1.4): as a metonymy for the Devil, inspired by 1Pe5,8, it is used in HistArian
11.3; 20.1; VitAnt 7. 2 and EpAdelph 2. – ‰Ofiv is metonymically used to indicate the
Devil (cf. 1 Pe 5,8) in EpEpisc 19.7; parallel cases are C.gent 3; OrArian I,7; I,51; II,68-
69; II,75; OmnTrad 2.

37. I thank Professors Boudewijn Dehandschutter and Mathijs Lamberigts for their
valuable comments on earlier drafts of this paper.


